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Abstract
The recent challenges presented by the Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) are examples for the need to improve the
soundness and resilience of hospital management. Digital Twin technique seems to be a relevant means to attend these
needs. It consists of virtual representations of real assets and/or processes that are used to understand, predict and optimize
their operation and efficiency. The present work sets out to investigate the usefulness of this technique for hospital
management and points out the process of developing a digital twin framework dedicated to real-time monitoring of
patients’ pathways and predicting their near future. It aims to handle irregular, unusual and unexpected behaviors that may
happen in hospitals and helps to make the right decision to mitigate the unpredictability situation. Different issues related to
the way of developing, initializing and synchronizing the digital twin are discussed in this paper.
Keywords: Digital Twin; patients’ pathways; Online Simulation; Real Time Monitoring; Predictive Simulation.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, ensuring business resilience has proven tobe increasingly challenging since the business environ-ment is becoming more and more unpredictable. Infact, for several years to now, many exceptional eventshave reminded us of the vulnerability of companiesto major disasters or losses, whose consequences forpeople, assets and the environment are sometimes dis-astrous; such as the recent health crisis that the worldis currently living in.
Organizations are requiring new methods and toolsto cope or recover their performance and efficiencyafter disruptive events. The hospital is one of theseorganizations. Indeed, we have recently noticed thisCoronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The hospital man-

ager needs to manage the patients’ pathways and theirevolution over time in order to strengthen their re-silience in the face of major risks.
At this stage, it is worth to notice that the qualityand the relevance of the decisions that should be takenare strongly linked to the visibility that these decision-makers have on the given situation and its future de-velopment. Hence, monitoring the patients’ pathwaysin real time is one of the most important aspects thatdeliver crucial information to the hospital staff andmanagers. This information helps to determine andassess the efficient medical and administrative servicesthat can be used to provide the right care for each indi-vidual patient at the right time and in the right location(Huang et al., 2016) (Karakra et al., 2019). In the in-dustrial domain, there are different techniques used
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for monitoring the physical systems and for predictingtheir near future. Digital Twin (DT) approach is oneof them and has gained much importance in recentyears. It defined as (physical and/or virtual) machinesor computer-based models that are simulating, emu-lating, mirroring, or “twinning” the life of a physicalentity, which may be an object, a process, a human,or a human-related feature. It is more than a simplemodel or simulation (Barricelli et al., 2019). It seemsto provide a valuable means to collect timely informa-tion that fully describes a potential or actual physicalsituation (Grieves and Vickers, 2017).
Although the objectives of DT are very ambitious,scientific research in the healthcare field compared towhat is published in the manufacturing field is scarceand still at its early development stage (Barricelli et al.,2019). There is no methodological framework to struc-ture and guide the design of a digital twin according tohospital decision maker needs.
Since this work sets out to investigate the useful-ness of digital twin for hospital management and itspractical considerations. It contributes to set the firstfoundations of a new framework called HospiT’Win. Itfigures out the process of building a DT for monitor-ing and predicting the patients’ pathways in real time.This process includes the way of initializing the DT,synchronizing the DT twin with the real world, andthen predicting their near future.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 pro-vides a survey of the recent digital twin applications inthe healthcare domain. The core contribution of thispaper, namely HOSPIT’WIN approach, is presented inSection 3. We report on an evaluation of this approachin Section 4 before we conclude with lessons learnedand an outlook to future research directions in Section5.

2. State-of-the-Art

In recent years, a considerable literature has grownup around the concept of Digital Twin. This interestis mainly due to its potentials to reduce the cost ofsystem verification and testing, to produce tailoreddecision support information and alerts to users, andto predict changes in physical system over time (Madniet al., 2019). Even though the terminology has changedover time, Digital Twin can be loosely described asa simulated “real” environment, based on a strongtwo-way interactions between the digital and physicalworlds and using a set of well-aligned, descriptive andexecutable models with the aim to support decision-making during design, operation stages (Roland Rosen,2018).
To date, DT has been successfully implemented indifferent industries, notably manufacturing, aerospace,defense, manufacturing and building construction.These applications differ on the level of their focused

functional description. Some of them were appliedon the product/component level (as to screen out un-wanted product functionality and features), others fo-cused on operation level (as for learning a new businesspractice or for assessing a new treatment), and oth-ers point up the process level (as for predicting thenear future of the traffic) and/or the system level (asfor providing early and timely insights into systembehavior).
Currently, there are also different ongoing re-searches that illustrate the importance of applying theDT in the healthcare domain. (Martinez-Velazquezet al., 2019) suggest a DT platform of the human heartcalled “Cardio Twin”. The main idea behind this twincould be summarized by collecting data from differ-ent sources. Such as, sensors, medical records, socialnetworks from all. This collecting data is processed us-ing different techniques to detect if the patient suffersfrom heart diseases such as Ischemic Heart Diseases(IHD) or a Stroke. The future work for this research isto extend the Cardio platform to help in the preventionof the mentioned diseases by reducing the risk factorsassociated with these diseases. Another DT of heart de-veloped within the “Living Heart” project powered bythe French software firm Dassault Systemes. It consistson the first simulated real-life heart that serves as acommon technological base for education and training,clinical diagnosis and prevention of heart disease. Forinstance, it can be used as tool guide device design andtreatment planning in cardiac diseases such as steno-sis, regurgitation, or prolapse of the aortic, pulmonary,tricuspid, or mitral valve (Baillargeon et al., 2014).
Within a broader scope, the Virtual Physiological Hu-man (VPH), an EU initiative project, aims to developan integrated model of human physiology at multiplescales from the whole body through the organ, tissue,cell and molecular levels to the genomic level (Vicecontiet al., 2008). VPH is intended to support the develop-ment of patient-specific computer models and theirapplication in personalized and predictive healthcare(Kohl and Noble, 2009). In the same vein, (Ayache,2019; Ayache et al., 2011) propose a digital represen-tation of the patient’s anatomy and physiology basedon executable models whose parameters can be learntautomatically from real clinical, biological, behavioral,and environmental data. The virtual patient can thenbe used to better quantify the observations, to simulatethe evolution of a pathology, and to plan and simulatean intervention to optimize its effects. At another level,(El Saddik et al., 2019) present an ecosystem of the DTfor health and well-being. This DT is capable of track-ing and helping a person in case of an emergency evenif that person is alone and suffers from heart diseasessuch as IHD. In a related matter, (Liu et al., 2019) pro-pose a cloud-based framework for the elderly health-care services using the digital twin, named CloudDTH.This DT framework aims to support the monitoring
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and real-time feedback for the elderly to manage theirlong-term lifecycle healthcare. Machine learning algo-rithms are implemented for fast simulations in orderto predict crisis situation.
For a broader market sector, MyHealthAvatar is a EUresearch project attempting to create a digital repre-sentation of patient health status called a digital avatar.This avatar plays a role like a personal digital healthrelated collection bag, carried by individual citizensthroughout their lifetime capable of sustaining in ameaningful manner all collected information. This in-formation is related to multilevel personal health datathat is collected from heterogeneous data sources suchas clinical data, genetic data, and medical sensor datafrom all(Kondylakis et al., 2015). (Barricelli et al., 2020)propose an extension to SmartFit which is a compu-tational framework exploiting wearable sensors andinternet applications. The extension is able to monitora team of athletes, predict their condition during train-ing and then suggest changes in behavior to increaseperformance and health conditions.
From healthcare organizational perspective, a recentwork carried out by GE Healthcare company has im-plemented a predictive real-time platform in a new“command center" department for the Johns HopkinsHospital in Baltimore (INFORMS, 2017). It aims at pre-dicting patient activity and planning capacity accordingto demand based on a DT of patient pathways and usingprescriptive and predictive analytics, machine learning,natural language processing, and computer vision forbetter decision-making. These analytics provide hos-pital staff members with several accurate and timelyinsights on bed assignments or whether a unit needsassistance or an influx of patients coming into the hos-pital. Similar work has also been pursued by SiemensHealthineers company (Scharff, 2018) in which med-ical unit DT was developed. It sets out to optimizethe operational scenarios and layouts of a medical unitwhich may suffer from increasing patient demand, ag-ing infrastructure and/or lack of space by instantlyevaluating various options before implementation ofthe right solution to transform care delivery. This DTis drawn upon workflow simulation and 3D computermodel enabling the building of a dynamic and com-prehensive model which integrate patient pathways,staff scheduling and movements. Similarly,(Augustoet al., 2018) propose a framework for modelling andsimulation in the form of an offline DT to evaluate theperformance of emergency units in the case of majorcrisis such as earthquake, tsunami, terrorist attack.
Table 1 provides a comparative study of these vari-ous DT applications according to their uses and theirfunctional description level.
The present studies confirm the effectiveness of thedigital twin healthcare (DHT) to pave the way for anefficient path for patients to access safe, effective newtreatments and cares and to reduce costs. However,

as far as we know, and as noticed in several otherstudies related to this topic (Barricelli et al., 2019), DTHprojects are still partial and focus particularly on thevirtual patient and well-being. Up to now, far too littleattention has been paid to the role of DT for hospitalmanagement which is the main subject of this paper.

3. Proposed approach: HospiT’Win

Today, managing growing patient demand, decreasingof waiting times and delays, enhancing resilience tosustain required operations under both expected andunexpected conditions are common challenges thatmost hospitals are suffering (Karakra et al., 2018). Toovercome theses challenges, we propose a digital twinof patients’ pathways for the hospital of the futurecalled HospiT’Win. It is used to convey key informationto decision makers in real-time. It is a high-fidelityand dynamic virtual representation of patients’ path-ways inside the healthcare organization. It works basedon Discrete Event Simulation (DES) which is a well-recognized method for modelling and analyzing healthcare services (Zeigler, 2014).
As illustrated in figure 1, HospiT’Win has three maincomponents: the Real world, the virtual world, andthe connection between them. In the real world, thereare patients’ pathways that represent the core objec-tive of this work. These pathways are considered asthe processes that each patient follows from entry intoa hospital or a medical unit until discharge. They areseen as timelines on which every event relating to treat-ment can be entered, including consultations, diagno-sis, treatment, medication, and preparing for dischargefrom hospital (Dictionary, 2011).
The virtual world is a composite of a Digital Twin formonitoring (DTM), and a Digital Twin for Predicting(DTP). The cloud database has been used to bridge thegap between the two worlds. It allows the synchroniza-tion of states of the enacted digital twin with patients’pathways. For example, each time an event is detectedin these pathways, information about this event willbe injected in the database in real time. For 3D repre-sentation and monitoring the patients’ pathways, DTMcould be used for this purpose.
First of all, DTM will be initialized with the currentstate of the real patients’ pathways from the database,then it will be synchronized with the database to reflectany new event that may happen in these pathways.
For predicting the future, the DTP could be used forthis purpose. Firstly, DTP will be initialized with thecurrent state of the real patients’ pathways from thedatabase. Then, it will be running at clock speed fasterthan the real world speed to anticipate the near future.
The predictive model in HospiT’Win is not a classicalsimulation model as in (Augusto et al., 2018). Actually,it is a half connected model. Which means this modelis connected with patients’ pathways for continuously
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(Kohl and Noble, 2009)
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(El Saddik et al., 2019) Health &
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# #  G# # #   #
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(Augusto et al., 2018) medical unit
organization

# #  # # #  #  

# = Not supported; G# = Partially supported;  = Fully supported

Figure 1. Proposed approach: HospiT’Win

updating its statistics and probabilities. Hence, in thisapproach, initializing and synchronizing the DTM andthe DTP with real patients’ pathways are two funda-mental methods that guarantee the quality and theaccuracy of the provided information and insights.

3.1. Initialisation

In this work, we consider the initialisation as the start-ing step before synchronizing the model with the realworld. It means starting the model with a “non-emptyor idle state”. In our case, starting the model in thesame state as the real patients’ pathways in the hospi-tal (Bergmann et al., 2011). Actually, this is differentfrom the traditional simulation where the simulationmodel starts with an empty or idle state (Hanisch et al.,2005). In this approach, there are four related setsof data:(1) R represents a set of activities in the realhospital (2) V represents a set of activities in the vir-tual hospital Model (DTM or DTP) (3) IDsR representsa globally unique set that is used to keep track of thepatient IDs in the real hospital Model (4) IDsV repre-sents a globally unique set that is used to keep trackof the patient IDs in the virtual Model. To clarify thisapproach, the following notations will be used:
• r represents a real world activity, where r ∈ R andr={(activity name, current number of patients in thisactivity, IDsR )}.
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Algorithm 1 Initialization
Require: RealWorldClock,numberOfPatientPerActivity,j,i . i, j array indices

1: procedure startInit(R,V)
2: for i = 0 to R.length do . To cover all the activities in the real hospital
3: j← 0 . It will be used to loop through the IDs array
4: numberOfPatientPerActivity← (R.r[i]).numberOfPatients . Get the number of patients for each activity
5: while j<numberOfPatientPerActivity do
6: create ((V.v[i]).IDsV[j],(R.r[i]).IDsR[j]) . Create virtual patient in activity v[i]
7: j← (j + 1) . Updated to read the ID of the next patient
8: end while
9: (V.v[i]).numberOfPatients← (R.r[i]).numberOfPatients . Update the number of patients in activity v[i]

10: end for
11: DTMClock← RealWorldClock . Assign the DTM clock to the real world clock
12: end procedure

• | R |, return the number of activities in the set R. Inalgorithm 1, to remove the confusion R.length hasbeen used as a synonym to the | R |.• v represents a virtual world activity, where v ∈ Vand v={(activity name, current number of patientsin this activity, IDsV )}.• | V |, return the number of activities in the set V.
In this presented work, five activities have been con-sidered; Waiting Line (WL), Registration Desk (RD),Waiting Room (WR), Exam Room 1 (ER1), and ExamRoom 2 (ER2). Consider that in the real hospital at14:30:00, there are three patients on the waiting line,one patient at the registration desk, two patients inthe waiting room, one patient in exam room 1, and nopatients in the exam room 2. The sets R,V, and IDsbefore running the DTM has the following values: R={(WL,3,{123, 234, 345}), (RD, 1, {678}), (WR, 2,{490,530}) ,(ER1, 1,{773 }), (ER2, 0,{})}, and V= {(WL, 0,{}),(RD, 0,{}), (WR, 0,{}) ,(ER1, 0,{}), (ER2, 0,{})}.

As can be noticed, all of the activities in set V areempty since the DTM is off and not running till now.While the sets R and IDsR are not empty, the set R hasthe same number of patients at each activity in the realhospital, and the set IDsR contains the IDs of thosepatients. For example, there are three patients on thewaiting line, and the IDs of those patients are (123, 234,345), and so on. Consider the state of the real hospitalat this moment, it does not change, and we need to runthe DTM. In this case, the values of the set V had toupdate from empty to have the same values of set Rwith the same IDs. Such as; V= {(WL,3,{123, 234, 345}),(RD, 1, {678}), (WR, 2,{490, 530}) ,(ER1, 1,{773 }), (ER2,0,{})}. Algorithm 1 shows the process of initializingthe DTM to have the same state as the real world (realpatients’ pathways) state.
Technically, one can use a database table to imple-ment the two sets R and IDs. Such as, the header ofthis table could be {TableID: int, PatientIDs : text, Pa-tientLocation: int, ...}. The first step of algorithm 1 isto call a Reset procedure. This Procedure is responsible

for pulling the patient information from the databaseand creating virtual patients in the DTM model cor-responding to their information that was pulled fromthe database, such as their IDs and their locations ateach activity. The loop in the algorithm 1 in line 5 isresponsible for creating virtual patients in DTM cor-responding to their real twins in the real hospital bytaking in consideration their IDs and the current ac-tivities where they exist. Line 11 in the algorithm isresponsible for initializing the DTM clock with the realworld clock.
3.2. Synchronisation

In this work, we consider the synchronization as thesecond step after the initialization where the virtualpatients’ pathways must have the same state as thereal patients’ pathways at each point of time (at eachdetected event). The quality and reliability of DTMdepends on the quality of synchronizing the DTM withthe real world. In other words, DTM must have thesame state as the real world in the real time. Basedon the defined sets ( R and V) in section 3.1. The set Vmust have the same values as the set R at each detectedevent. For example, each time the set R is updated,the set V must be updated too, at the same time. Inthe synchronization approach, there are three caseswhich must be considered: (1) new patient enters tothe hospital (2) the patient moves from one activity toanother (3) the patient leaves the hospital.
When the real patient enters the hospital, a virtualpatient must be created at the entrance door of theDTM (the set V) corresponding to this patient (algo-rithm 2, line 4). Also, a random next destination willbe assigned to this patient to keep walking, even if thisdestination is wrong. When the real patient arrives atthe next destination, this virtual patient will be syn-chronized to have the same location as the real patient(algorithm 2, line 5). In case the real patient leaves thehospital, the virtual patient must be removed from theDTM (algorithm 2, line 7). The problem is when the real
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patient moves between the activities (algorithm 2, line9). In case the DTM receives an event; the real patienthas started to move from activity called X to wher-ever. The virtual patient corresponding to this movingreal patient must start to move. To synchronize thosetwo patients, the synchronization point will be deter-mined when the real patient arrives at the next activity.Due to the fact, this DTM depends on Discrete Events(DE). For this reason, the synchronization will happenonly in one case when DTM receives an event fromthe real hospital. In this synchronization approach,three different scenarios are discovered when the pa-tient moves between the hospital’s activities:(1) Realpatient is faster than virtual patient (2) Real patient isslower than virtual patient (3) Wrong destination/path:the virtual patient does not know the next destinationuntil the real patient arrives. For example, the virtualpatient goes to activity called X (wrong activity), whilethe real patient goes to the activity called Y.
Algorithm 2 shows the process of synchronizing vir-tual patients’ pathways with real patients’ pathways.It illustrates an overview of the main functions thatneeded to be used. The implementation of these func-tions may differ from one programmer to another. Dif-ferent shortcuts have been used in this algorithm suchas: VP stands for virtual patient, CreateVP stands forcreate virtual patient, RemoveVP stands for remove thevirtual patient and SynchVPLocation means synchro-nizing the location of the virtual patient to have thesame location of the real patient.

Algorithm 2 Synchronization
Require: EventType . Enter, Exit, or Move

1: procedure StartSynch()
2: EventType← waitRealWorldEvent()
3: IF EventType= Enter Then
4: VP← CreateVP(HospitalEntrance,RP_ID)
5: AssignNextDistPath(VP)
6: ELSE IF EventType= Exit Then
7: RemoveVP (VP)
8: ELSE
9: SynchVPLocation (VP)

10: END IF
11: end procedure

For the SynchVPLocation procedure, there are twodifferent approaches that could be used to do the syn-chronization: removing and creating patient approach, ac-
celerate patient approach. By applying the first approach,when the real patient arrives at activity called activ-ity X, while the virtual patient is still walking to thesame activity. In this case, the virtual patient must beremoved from the model and created again at activityX with the same ID. This case represents the scenariowhen the real patient is faster than the virtual patient.

In case the virtual patient arrives at the activity X whilethe real patient is still walking. In this case, the virtualpatient must be blocked from starting the activity untilthe real patient arrives at the same activity. This caserepresents the scenario when the real patient is slowerthan the virtual patient. The third scenario, if the realpatient and the virtual patient went to two differentactivities. In this case, the virtual patient must be re-leased to the same location of the real patient. Thiscould be solved by removing the virtual patient fromthe model and creating him/her in the same locationas the real patient. The problem in this approach isremoving and creating the patient leads to loss of allthe statistics related to this patient. Also, the modelmaybe crashed due to many calls for the removal andcreating procedures for the same patient. For this rea-son, this paper recommends the usage of accelerate the
patient approach to keep the statistics of each patientand to save the model from crashed. In this case, ifthe real patient is faster than the virtual patient, thevirtual patient must be accelerated to the same locationas the real patient. If the virtual patient is faster, thevirtual patient had to block from starting the activityuntil the real patient arrives at the same activity. Incase of a different direction, the virtual patient must bereleased to the same location of the real patient. Thiscould be solved by accelerating the virtual patient tothe same location of the real patient.

4. Experimental Approach

4.1. Experimental Platform

Since we are in the research phase, we believe thatconnecting the proposed approach with a real hospitalat this phase is too risky due to many reasons. First,the need to validate the proposed models before con-necting with the real hospital. For example, validatetheir structures and behaviors. Second, validate thefunctionality of DTM and the returned control feedbackfrom DTP. Third, the need for not disrupting the hospi-tal activities during the period of testing the proposedapproach. For these reasons, we designed an emulatorto be an experimental platform that mimics a fictionalhospital. This hospital behaves as the real one. Tovalidate the monitoring and the prediction features forthe illustrating approach, we connected the DTM withthe developed emulator. For example, each time anevent is detected in the emulator, this event is pushedinto the DTM. WITNESS simulation tool has been usedto develop this emulator, and FlexSim discrete eventsimulation tool has been used to develop the DTM andDTP.In this work, two types of models have been ex-plained in detail. These models are considered as thefirst step before developing the HospiT’Win. Thesemodels are Replay Model and prospective Model. Thefuture work of this research is to disconnect this DTM
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from the emulator, customize it and connect it withthe real hospital.
4.2. Case study

This case study represents data that came from a fic-tional hospital. Even if the scenarios in this study arerealistic and represent a real world hospital, the datais not. In this experiment, two types of data have beencollected as represented in the set D. D= {Patients_IDs,Virtual_Sensors_IDs}. This data represents the ID ofthe patient and the ID of the sensor that detected thispatient. Those sensors are called virtual sensors be-cause they exist in the emulator and not in the realworld. In this experiment, we know the location ofeach patient from the sensor ID that detected this pa-tient. Each sensor is located in a fixed position in theemulator. More details about the location of these sen-sors exist in the section 4.3.
4.3. Emulator: Fake Hospital

To achieve the objective of this research without inter-rupting, affecting, or disrupting the daily activities ofthe hospital, WITNESS simulation tool has been usedas an emulator to build the fake hospital. First, theemulator has been fed by the architectural layout of thehospital. Second, fixed resources and human resourceshave been located inside the emulator. To reflect thereality, stochastic distribution has been used to gener-ate patients in different time slots, to move patientswith different speed (fast, slow, and average) and indifferent pathways, and to set the duration of eachactivity.
In the emulator there are different types of patientscoming from source to sink. Source has been used togenerate patients inside the model (called hospital en-trance), sink has been used to remove patients from themodel (called hospital exit). During the journey of thepatients from the hospital entrance to the hospital exit,there are different discrete points where the patientspass through. These discrete points are considered asfakes sensors. For each activity inside the hospital,there are two sensors; one detects the patient whenhe/she arrives at the activity, and the second one de-tects the patient when he/she goes outside the activity.At each sensor, there is a database query that writes theevent information in the database. This informationrepresents the ID of the patient detected by this sensor,the ID of the sensor that detected this patient, and thedetection time (time stamp for this event). Figure 2,illustrates the developed emulator.

4.4. Replay Model and Prospective Model

To start developing DTM and DTP, offline models areessential. The offline models will be used in the vali-dation phase before the connection with the real world.

Figure 2. The architectural layout and the emulator for the fake hos-pital

Figure 3. Replay Model (3D design view and process flow)

To do the validation, historical data is needed. To gen-erate this data, the emulator has been run to generatea log file of events for two months. This file containsthe following set of data {patient ID, Timestamp, EventDescription}.
Replay model is an offline virtual representationmodel that used to replay log file events.FlexSim dis-crete event simulation tool is used to build this model.Actually, this model must behave nearly the same asthe log file. For example, patients come to the hospitalcorresponding to the arrival time that exists in the logfile, and the duration time for each activity for eachpatient must be the same duration time in the log file,In addition to all of that, the virtual patient must followthe same pathways that were discovered in the log file,and so on. Figure 3 illustrates the replay model.
The main reason for building the replay model is tovalidate the structure and the behavior of the modelbefore connecting it with the real world. Actually, it isused to check if the actual execution of this model asrecorded in the event log.
Prospective Model is a virtual representation modelused to simulate the process using distributions of ran-dom variables (time, walking speed, rules, etc.) ratherthan using a log file. This model runs based on thepatients’ profile. In other words, this model is basedon the static mathematical distribution laws that werediscovered from the log file. One of the main differ-ences between the replay model and the prospectivemodel is that the execution of the replay model must beas recorded in the event log file, while the execution ofthe prospective model is based on the statistical math-ematical functions that were discovered from the logfile. The second difference is the replay model is usedas a reference model to validate the prospective model.
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This point has been explained in section 4.5. For the3D design and the process flow, the replay model andthe prospective model are the same. The third andthe important difference between the two models, thereplay model controlled by a specific period of time;the start point of the replay model is the start date inthe log file, and the model stays running until reachthe last date in the log file (works for two months inthis experiment), while the prospective model is notlimited to any date and time, the model could be runfrom the past and accelerated to the near future. Figure4, shows the time line for the replay model and theprospective model.

Figure 4. Time line: the difference between the replay model and theprospective model

4.5. Validation Process of the Replay Model and
Prospective Model

To validate the replay model, a log file has been usedas a reference. Based on a common selected set ofindicators, the comparison between the log file and thereplay model has been done as illustrated in figure 5 (a).To validate the prospective model, the replay model hasbeen used as a reference model, and the comparisonbetween the replay model and the prospective modelhas been done based on a selected set of indicators asillustrated in figure 5 (b).

Figure 5. Validation

Figure 5 (c) demonstrated the different indicatorsselected by the authors to validate the models. Theseindicators could be different from one hospital to an-other. The hospital manager, including other hospitalstaff can participate in the selecting process for theseindicators. In this work, we decided to say this modelis valid if the difference between the reference model

and the second model has an epsilon value (absolutegap) less than this range [-0.05, +0.05]. For example,if the incoming number of patients in the replay modelin two months is 962, and the incoming number ofpatients in the prospective model for the same periodis 942. In this paper, this indicator is valid becausethe difference between the incoming patients in thetwo models is in this range [913.9, 1010.1] which is ac-ceptable compared with the predefined threshold range.Algorithm 3 shows the process of validation that wasused in this experiment.
In algorithm 3, each indicator must pass the test tosay this model is valid. If one or more indicators didnot pass the test, that means this model is not validexcept if the committee decides to say this model isvalid for whatever reasons. In this experiment all ofthe indicators have been validated and passed the test.

4.6. Transformation Process: DT for monitoring
and DT for Predicting

After validating the Replay model and the prospectivemodel, now is the time for connecting these modelswith the real world. For this reason, the Replay modelmust be transformed to the monitoring model and theProspective model must be transformed to the pre-dictive model. To do this transformation, the replaymodel must be connected to the emulator instead ofreplaying the log file. In this experiment, the replaymodel listening to the events came from the emulatorand reflected these events inside the model at the sametime. For example, if there is a patient generated by theemulator at the entrance, the replay model must createa virtual patient at the entrance. If the patient goesto the registration desk in the emulator, the virtualpatient must go to the registration desk in the replaymodel. The replay model in this case works based onthe event received from the emulator in real time. Wecan call this model DTM instead of the replay model.To reflect the reality. The time of the DTM has to besynchronized with the time of the emulator, so thatthe DTM and the emulator have the same time (hours:minutes: seconds date). All of the events that camefrom the emulator to the DTM are kept and saved in thecloud database tables, so that we can use these eventsin the DTP. Figure 6 shows the DTM connected withthe emulator.

Figure 6. Digital Twin For Monitoring
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Algorithm 3 Validation Process
Require: maxRange, minRange, passTestCounter, indicatorsLength

1: function IsValid(IndicatorsList, ReferenceModel, Model)
2: passTestCounter← 0 . Number of indicators pass the validation test
3: indicatorsLength← IndicatorsList.length . Number of indicators to validate
4: for each indicator ∈ IndicatorsList do . To cover all of the indicators in the list
5: maxRange← ReferenceModel.value + (0.05 ∗ ReferenceModel.value)
6: minRange← ReferenceModel.value – (0.05 ∗ ReferenceModel.value)
7: IF Model.value< maxRang and Model.value > minRange
8: passTestCounter← (passTestCounter + 1) . All indicators must be confirmed
9: END IF

10: end for
11: IF passTestCounter = indicatorsLength then
12: return 1 . Valid model
13: ELSE
14: return 0 . Not valid model
15: END IF
16: end function

In figure 6 (a), DTM has the same state and behavioras the emulator in figure 6 (b). There are no patientson the waiting line and at the registration desk. Also,the number of patients in the waiting room is eight,and each room of the exam rooms has one patient.Furthermore, the emulator and the DTM have the sametime 6:30:36 PM 5/31/2020 and 3:22:14 PM 4/24/2020.
For predicting the future, the prospective modelworks based on a static mathematical distribution thatwas discovered from the log file (static data from theprevious period), as mentioned in section 4.4. Thismakes the model not dynamic and could not reflect thecurrent situation since it works based on historical data.To solve this issue, the static mathematical distributiontransformed into the dynamic mathematical distribu-tion and in real time. For example, each time the virtualpatient in DTM finished the activity, the mathematicaldistribution of the prospective model must be updatedto consider this activity. Instead of using just histori-cal data, we fed the prospective model with real timedata. To do this, an empirical distribution has beenused. In this configuration, the prospective model istransformed into a DTP.

4.7. Switching from DTM to DTP

In this work, to anticipate the near future for the pa-tients’ pathways, real time empirical distribution hasbeen used. The process starts from the DTM. For exam-ple, the DTM starts monitoring the patients’ pathways.In case an unexpected event is detected by this model,the DTP will run. The prediction steps are summarizedas the following: (1) initialize the DTP with the currentstate of the emulator from the cloud database (2) syn-chronize the clock of the DTP to be the same clock forthe emulator (3) run the DTP at a speed faster than thereal world clock.

Figure 7. Initializing and running the DTP to predict the next cominghour

Figure 7 illustrates an example for running the DTP,in figure 7 (a) At 1:30:53 PM, the DTP has been initial-ized with the current state of the hospital. In figure 7(b) The DTP has been run based on the current state toanticipate the state of the hospital after one hour. Formore clarification, the following sets of data representthe current state of the hospital and the anticipatedstates after one hour. Each set represents a set of ac-tivities with the corresponding number of patients ateach activity: Hospital states at 1:30:53 PM = {(WL,0),(RD, 1), (WR, 1), (ER1, 1), (ER2, 1)}. Predicted statesafter one hour = {(WL,1), (RD, 1), (WR, 1),(ER1, 1), (ER2,0)}.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Recent developments in the field of Digital Twin Health-care have led to a renewed interest in modelling andsimulation methods to help optimize healthcare de-livery services. On this basis, we have investigatedthis emergent technique for monitoring the patients’pathways in real time and then for predicting theirnear future. In this paper, we have shown the pro-cess of developing our digital twin framework namedHospiT’Win based on the use of a discrete event sim-ulation method. An experimental platform has been
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used to validate this process. In addition, this paperhas discussed the way of initializing and synchronizingthe digital twin for monitoring (DTM) and the digitaltwin for predicting (DTP) with the real hospital. Futureresearch on this work aims to extend this experimentto use a local medical unit instead of an emulator, andto explore if there are any further issues that could befound and need to be solved.
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